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FROM:

JOHN G. ROBERTSV>

SUBJECT:

Charges of Nepotis9 at USIA

On April 17 The Washington Post ran an article focusing on
the hiring at USIA of relatives and friends of AdministraOn April 18 both AP and UPI reported that
tion officials.
Senator Zorinsky had directed inquiries to USIA Director
(Articles attached at Tab
Wick concerning nepotism at USIA.
The basic prohibition against nepotism is found at 5 U.S.C.
S 3110, with accompanying regulations at 5 C.F.R. § 310 (Tab
B).
These proviAsions prohibit a "public official" -defined as an officer with legal authority to appoint
individuals in an agency -- from appointing or advocating
the appointment of a relative to an agency in which he
serves or over which he exercises jurisdiction or control.
Under the regulations referring a relative to a subordinate
official in the chain of command for a position is deeraed to
5 C.F.R.
constitute advocating appointment of the relative.
5 310.103(c).
Two of the individuals named in the articles -- Anne Collins
and Catherine Smyth -- are described as friends, not relaNeither the statute nor the
tives, of public officials.
reaulations prohibit any practices involving mere friends.
With respect to the other persons the pertinent questions
are whether their relatives (1) had legal authority to
appoint individuals in USIA (an often-overlooked requirement
contained in the definition of "public official") and (2)
served in or exercised jurisdiction or control over USIA.
USIA is an independent agency within the executive branch.
The Director reports to the President and the Secretary of
State, and carries out his functions "I[u]nder the direction
Reorg. Plan No- 2 of 1977, § 2,
of the Secretary of State.'
91 Stat. 1636.
It would thus seem that the only appointments of even
possible concern under 5 U.S.C. S 3110 are those of Barbara
Haig and Laurette Conkling, the former because the Secretary
of State exercises jurisdiction over USIA and the latter
because former VOA director Conkling served in USIA.
I have
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not yet determiined if the young naig and Conkling were hired
before-or after their fathers left government service.
If
after, there would be no 5 U. S.C. § 3110 problem.
Outside of the specific nepotism provisions, the broader
rules governing the conduct of government officials may also
bepertinent.
These rules prohibit, inter alia, "giving
preferential treatment to any organization or-person" and
"making a government decision outside official channels. '
Whether these broad. rules have been violated hinges on the
particular facts of each appointment.
I have not yet talked with Jon Sloat, since he has been on
the Hill all day.
I will report back as soon as I hear from
him.
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